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Abstract'
This project was undertaken in order to publish maps of
Tenke and Manono from Landsat data.
The collection of cartographic data on Zaire up to the
present time is based on aerial, detection.
However, this becomes very expensive if repetitive cover-
agre is required in such a large country as Zaire.
This constitutes a serious handicap for establishing most
of the maps of the country.
The integration with the Landsat program, among the data
collection systems, would amount to a substantial contributio
to the improvement of cartography in general.
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The study of this project was undertaken in order to
publish maps of Tenke and Manono from Landsat data.
The collection of cartogranhic data oil Zaire tip to the
present time is based on aerial dotoction. In effect, aircraft
are particularly interesting because or flexibility in the
selection of the best flight conditions, the best altitude,
and time of day conditions.
However, this becometi very expensive if repetitive covera,
Is required In such 11 large country as Zaire.
This constitutes a serious handicap for establishing most
or the maps of th(c, country.
The integration with the Landsat program, among the
data collection systems, would amount to a substantial contri-
bution to the improvement of cartography in genebal.
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PUBLICATION OF THE MAPS OF TENKE AND MANONO
(ZAIRE) FROM LANDSAT DATA
Musungayi Yampania
INTRODUCTION
We can define remote sensing as the science and art	 /1**
of acquiring information about a material object from measure-
ments made at a distance without physical contact with the
object of interest.
These measurements are possible using special instruments
of remote sensing which are capable of carrying out spectral
and spatial measurements, and also time variations within an
energy intensity field.
The collection of instruments on Landsat 1, 2, and 3
consists of two detector systems:
(1) A multi-spectral sweep analyzer (MSS)
This a four-channel radiometer which sweeps the surface of
the earth and records the intensity of the energy reflected
by particular features and objects on the surface of the
Earth. It operates simultaneously in four distinct frequency
bands of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Presidential Study Service, E.R.T.S. Division, B.P. 30921
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-Band 4: extendlnr, from mi to 0.6 vim (in the pl-reen area
or the spectrum
-Band 5: extending from 0,6 to 0.7 pm (In they area of
the spectrum)
.-Band 6: extending from 0.7 to 0.8 pin (in the near infra-
red of the spectrum)
-Band 7: extending from 0.8 to 1.1 jim (in the near Infrared
of the Spectrum).
The anace resolution is .79 in (ooe reference 8).
However., on Landsat 3, the MSS system operates with 5 bands,
are identical to thono of Landsat Iand the four first ones L
and 2 (channels 4.5,G1, and 7). The fifth one to sonsitivo to
the thermal infrared range (front 	 to 12.6 pin), and It covers
a ground area of 18 ` x 185 kin per frame with a spatial resolution
of 237 in (see reforence 8). 	 L2:_
(2) The' 	 Systein (Return Beam Vidicon)
This camera system is used because of Its goometric accuracy.
Tn the Land; at. 1 and P systems, the three television cameras
simultaneously photograph the g ame part of the, Earth's surface
in the following three spectral bands;
band 1: froth to 0.575 pin (in the visible spectral range,,)
band 2: from 0.580 to 0.680 Pm (in the visible spectral range)
band 3: from 0.690 to G-830 pin (in the visible and close
infrared range of the spectrum).
The RBV system of Landsat 3 also operates according, to the
same principle, but with two television cameras instead of 3,
as in the case of Landsats 1 and 2, The two cameras each
operate in the spectral range between 0.505 and 0.750 jim
with a spatial resolution of 40 in. The RBV frame covers an
area on the ground of 98 x 98 km. Thus four fravies are
required for covering a MSS frame.
Ar'
^I&
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LANDSAT SYSTEM
Synoetic view: A single frame covers a very large area
(3.4000 km2 ) and makes it possible to observe the location and
the area of a determined category of resources over a wide
area.
Re2etitive character of observation: '-he regular passage
of a satellite above the same zone every 18 days ( or every nine
days if there are two satellites in orbit simultaneously) makes
it possible to observe the evolution of phenomena such as the
following: changes in watercourses, the development or the /3
degradation of vegetation...
Uniformity in time: By over—flying each zone by the Landsat
at approximately the same time of day ( t 9 hours 30 minutes) on
the equator, it is possible to guarantee a large uniformity
of illumination to successive images. This regularity of the
solar incidence angle constitutes an additional accurate element
for surveillance functions such as: study of erosion ., study of
evolution of swamp areas, etc.
Uniformity of views of an ensemble: Possibility of
establishing image mosaics which cover wide areas with exceptional
regularity and. precision,
	
/4
PURPOSE OF PERIODIC PEVISION OF A MAP
The economic development of most of the non—industrialized
countries essentially depends on their natural resources.
However, most of these nations do not have sufficient knowledge
about the nature, quantity, and location of their resources
so that they can efficiently develop them to the benefit of
their population.
I
3
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When defining the term of natural resources, we can include
everything which has a value for humans in their physical
environment, such as: ground, water, vegetation, energy sources...
These resources themselves are closely related. Modiftea-
tiono of one of them can affect others.
There are renewable resources and others which are not
renewable, but neither is unlimited. Because or their relative
rarity, their utilization and their conservation imply a
rational planning process, In order to do this efficiently,
a country must know its resources and where they are located,
and it must have a detailed knowledge about its global
physical environment.
The state of the earth, cultivations ., forests, and pasture
lands, the behaviour of watercourses, and the ways in which the
land is used are subjected to continuous fluctuations and
require surveillance. Periodicity is required in order to
develop information which can be effectively utilized.
	 -/5
It is within this framework that this project is effective.
The map of Tenke was made in 1929 , and that of Manono was
made in 1974 with photographic coverage from 1952. Many things
have changed since they were publishted. They no longer reflect
the real physionomy of the ground, and it must be defined in
order to be utiliized.
The last aerial coverage work in Zaire was in 1952, and
only covered a small, part of the country. There are other
regions which have never been measured up to the present.
The country is very large for an aircraft to carry out the
cartographic work.
4
Since 197P, the entire country of Zaire has been photo-
graphed by Landsat 1 0 P., and 3 (see Figure 1). The data are
stored by EROS (this is an Interior Department of the U.S.).,
and can be obtained in various form:;
- reels of' COT or microfilm
- tracings on paper in black and white, or in composite
color tracings at the following scales  1:1000,000; 1;500.o00; 1:250.000.
- transparencies on a scale of 1:1000.000 (18.5 X 18.5 cm).
- films; 4 bands (4
-,5,6,7) of 55 x 55 r,ro4,	 /7
INTERPRETATION OF IMAGES OF TENKE AND MMONO
The Landsat image is a document which condenses a large
mass or information or a wide variety. These data can be
applied in agriculture, geology, hydrology, cartography, etc.
Before an analysis, 4 t iz important to define the require-
ments in relationship to he spatial resolution of the Image.
In this project, the selected elements are;
- built up areas (large agglomeratioria)
- mineral prospecting zones
- road networks
- vegetation
- watercourses
- lakes
Various methods can be used in order to extract this in-
formation:
- Direct interpretation of the images with increased
contrast, which use more expensive optical equipment
Direct int8rpretation of increased contrast Images using
numerical procadvres, and using equipment mentioned above
5
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Numerical analynio of the COT on an interactive terminal
In order to obtain the desired calculated product, which will
be subjected to an Interpretation and human analyaiza
- Visual Interpretation which imen uimple Inotrumenton
which are cheap	 /S
As can be found, the three first method* are very oxpenzivo,
and large ouma are required to Implement them.
Vinuai into rpretat ton was ut;ed In this project ) and is to
and cheap procedure, It uses photo-Interpretation
t(,cb r1 4 .quets which are familiar to various apecialist-ii in earth
rosourcoo.
In order to obtain the' 	 information possible, the
following additional methods are used:
(a) Int ,^ rpretatlqn using diazo , techniques
This I,
, a simple procedure which consists of converting
a black and white film into color Images with a minlinum of
pbotograpbio material. Thi ,ee MSS products (4,9,7) )n wires
and three transparent base diazo in the desired colors are
sufficient to obtain standard transparencies and false color
transparencies in which the gray tones are represented by
colored tints.
(b) Interpretation with the color additive viewer
This I,,, a procedure which makes it po.,^sible to increase the
contrast by varying the light intensity. Four colored filters
placed in the instrument produce four different lights: white,
green, blue, and red. Thus one can examine the usual spectral
bands of a given frame through monochromatic filtero with
different intensities. With this procedure, the selected
characteristics of the surface can be detected and reported
with more efficiency.
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(A) Frame of Manono
	 /9
The Manono zone is a square area between 7 o and 8 0 south,
270 and 280 east. It is included in frame MSS No. 1053-074711
of S,*tember 14 1.972 (see Vigure No. 2). and includes four
RBV images (A,B,C,D), No. 30486-07360 of juiy 4 1979•
The data on Manono were extracted from the RBV mosaic
which included only the three frames A ., C, and D, because frame
B was not available (see Figure 3).
The spatial resolution of RBV is 40 meters, which allowed
us easily to detect agricultural activity and e,en the boundaries
of certain plantations in the center and to the south of Manono.
The road network appears in white lines. Several large axes
are visible, such as the following: the road wbJ,c , h follows the
Zaire river to the west, and which passes along the Bumbuzi
river toward the center.	 We can also see several features
in the south.
The mosaic shows houses with white roofs. The road network
is often considered as an element which serves to identify in-
habited zones. We can also use data on existing maps to show
the following prineiplet landscapes having the same characteristics
have related spectral signatures; 27 details were found to be
cities.
As far as drainage and vegetation are concerned ,  it was
found that RBV provides less information than MSS. This is due
to the fact that the RBV system only operates in one panochromatic
track ( 0. 580 to 6.80 wri	 The information on drainage and
vegetation was completed by the interpretation of the MSS color,
composite (see Figure 2) performed by the combination of the
three bands 4. 5. and 7.	 /12
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Figure 2. Band 5 of Manono, frame NSS No. 103-07474
of September 14, 1972. (The original frame is a false
color composite).
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Thin teehn1qiw- is useful to augmont the contrast. between
the various details. The watercour ses and the lakovs appear In
black. The vog	 a 0 0t V,etation In the various red tones pp r, morn
dense 'In the south, and to the northoka6t. of Manono.
They 	 shows 1-410 alluvial sand In rose around the
Kabamba and Mutupeke lakes, between the meanders of the Zaire,
river and those of they 1jultuse, river in J-,1 1 e center.
The oartography of Manono, ttkon from Lzindsat dzata ., 'Lai
abown in plate I (soo end of the report). `ft Is obtained by
the*
	 of the result 's from Various Pr000duros used In
this study:
- Interpretation of they 	 mos"'lle,
- Intorprotat i Oil Or the MSS color composite
- intor protation by the di,,i,,,,)o to,.,bniquos
- IntoilPrcitation on they
	
,^Iddltivo viewer"
The Tenke region is a sqmare , between 110
 and 10 0 so(itb;
'21 6 0 and '27 0 eatst. It Is entirely ineluded in the MSS No. 1377-
07 )190 frame of August 11 1973' (Figure 11). T	 d a on Tenk1	 110,.1 t	 e are
fiom th'I.-, color composito. The comparltive analysis with a
seo,ond MSS composite No. 1093-07 1190 of September 11 197.2) provided
the data on Torike.
Those oompog iteswere each taken from tbe three bands, 11, 9,
and 7 (70 m/m Mack and white neg-attves) and enlarged to a
scale of 1:200^000 in the photopraphi "- laboratory of the Remote
Sonsing Institute (S.D. ) .
This procedure makeo, the image ready for interpretation.
In effect, the use of multiple specti-al bands Increases the pos-
sibility for identifying or olassifying obaracterlstic
elements on the ground.
ti
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Figure 4 •
 Rand 5 of Tooke, frame MtiS No. 1377-07490
	
Of Auj-ust 4 1 9 73-	 (The ori!71na1 frame In a false
color composite).
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Because of the exclusive capacity of the band 7 (0.8 to
3 ) to make boundaries between water and ground visible,
the Image (Figure 9) shows the drainage with very good contrast.
We can see the Lufira river in the eastern part of Tenke,
which goes to the north and collects almost all of the water
from the small rivers of this region before emptying into the
Lufira lake. It can be seen that the watercourses in the
western part or Tenke flow in the western direction.
As for band 5 $ it is used to detect the outline of roads,
details on the development or urban and industrial zones, and
the situation on the vegetation and the topography of the land.
As far as this information is concerned, It was found that the
color MSS composite io less efficient when one wishes to obtain
data about roads. Over the entire Tenke road network, only /15
a few sections were detected in the northern part.
As for the urban and industrial zones which are shown In
white 3 information is given on 17 details within the image.
The color composite also shows the mountain areas and the
foldings in the rock, esPecially in the central and northern part
of %%nke. The vegetation appears in various tones of red. It
is shown in bright red on montains and can be classified as a
forest.
The cartograph of Tenke, taken from the interpretation of
two MSS images is shown on plate No. 2, folded and given. in the
final part of this report.
DESCRIPTION OF THE TENKE AND MANONO MAPS
Using the cutting cartographic system adopted by the
13
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Zaire Geographic Institute, the Tenke and Manono maps are sheets
L	 covering one degree each.
The two Zones appear in the region of Shaba (Zaire):
(1) Tenke sheet
The Tenke sheet (1:200,000) was published by the Katanga
Special Committee (presently Shaba) according to work by its
Geographic and Geologic Division carried out between 1924
and 1925, and additional measurements made in 1929.
The triangulation work was supported by the border chain
established by the Katanga-Rhodesia Boundary Commission (1911-19111).
When making the map, we took into account the topographic
measurements carried out by this commission over a band five
kilometers north of the boundary.
(2) Manono sheet
The Manono sheet (1:200,000) was made and printed by the
Geographic Institute using photographic coverage carried out by
'this agency in 1952.
Triangulation and the ground work were carried out by the
Geographic and Geological Division of the Katanga Special Committee.
COMPARISON BETWEEN LANDSAT DATA AND CARTOGRAPHIC DATA
I. Tenke (see Plate No. 5, folded and shown at the end of
this report).
After comparison, we found that the map and the image did
not perfectly agree. Several hypotheses can be made on this
point: either the color composite was not geometrically
The maps of Tenke and Manono are folded and given at the
end of this report. All of the names of the rivers, cities were
not used in these maps.
I
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corrected, or there are errors in the enlargment of the data for
the terrain because of the fact that the map was made using
an itinerary.
On the other hand., the disagreements which Figure 9 shows
when one considers details alone can be considered as changes
which occur between the date of the map (1929) and the date of
the image (1973).
In the ease of the watercourses, we can note:
- the rivers have disappeared entirely, or partially
- the rivers whose beds have become longer than before
- new rivers which did not exist on the map
- or rivers which changed the flow of their beds
As for
villages or
new cities".'
which will
the purpose
terrain.
the built over z
mining;
	 8
Or are they new
oe treated in the
of which will be
ones, of 17 details assumed to be
are not seen on the map. Are these
mining sites? These are questions
second phase of this study,
to verify real features in the
The comparative analysis also showed that the roads on the
image were not found on the map. As for the vegetation, this is
a new element which has been added to the Landsat data.
2. Manono (see plate No. 6, folded and found at the end of
this report)
Plate No. 6 shows the comparison between the map and the RBV
mosaic of Manono. The map was made according to regular
restitution. in a Senegal manner, the details or the two docu
ments correspond quite well.
We have the following changes:
In the case of drainage, the large changes found are show
in Figures 5, 6, and 7.
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figure 6. Figure 6,a represents the Kabamba lake on the
;nap of the Zaire Geographic Institute established from
aerial photographs of 1952. Figure 6,b is the cartograph
of the same lake taken from the RBV mosaic, frame No. 30486-
07360 of July 4, 1979.
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Figure 7. Figure 7, a shows the swamp areas on the map
of tho Zaire Geographic Institute established from
1952 aerial Photographs. Figure 7, b snows the same
swamp areas which became lakes on the RRV mosaic,
frame No. 30486-07360 of July 4, 1979.
Figure 5, a shows the Zire river with lakes located
between meanders. This information is taken from the map of
the Zaire Geographic Institute, developed from aerial photos
of 1952. Figure 5, b is the cartograph of the same part of
the river, according to the RRV mosaic, frame No. 30485-07360
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of July 4 1979, in this figure, the waters of the lake^
Zaire river are merged, and the river appears larger on
image than it is on the map.
Figure 6,a is the representation of the Kabamba lake on
the map, Figure 6,b shows the same lake as found on the RBV
mosaic. The finding is: the lake is larger on the image than
it is on the map.
One could easily con c lude that the RBV image was taken at
the time there was flooding of Kabamba lake and Zaire river.
However, one thing is certain: this information was reoorded by
the satellite during the dry season. In the case where /21
this situation is really the effect of flooding, we could assume
that the rainy soacon, which preceded the period during which
the photography took place, was abnormally long and was
characterized by strong rains during the latter months.
On the other hand, the converse situation is found for
Bowe lake to the north of Kabamba lake. This lake, shown on
the map and visible in the MSS frame of September 1 1  1972, is
not recorded in frame RBV of U'r aly 4 !979,
This is a temporary change: in this case, the lake simply
disappeared because of the dry season, and could reappear
during the rainy season.
This is a definite change: considering the fa ct that this
lake did not benefit from the flooding which occurred in this
part of the region, we can assume that it has disappeared
forever. This hypothesis could be of interest for the revision
of the map.
The remaining question is to know the more or less, constant
boundaries of all the details. This requires repeated ob-
servations on their behaviour in different seasons.
	 /22
The obangos are also found ror the two swamp zones located
on the map to the east of Manono, These details are the
lakes on the mosaic (Figure 7), and according to information fr
';he Cartographic Agency of Defense, or the U.S.A., these lakes
are called the following; Funze lake and Kafuzafunze lake.
The swamp areas primarily developed around Kabamba lake
and to the southwest of Manono. The drainage has remained more
or less stable. The lines shown with dote in Plate No. 6 indicate
the change of certain rivers which were known because of the
course of their beds,
As ror the built-over zones, 17 of 21 details shown on the
mosaic correspond to the old towns or Manoto shown on the map.
The 4 remaining ones have been retained in order to be verified
on the terrain.
The road network did not change, considering the few roadway
axes 
which 
can be found on bhe mosaic.	 #
CONCLUSION
The uniformity or the views or an extended region, geometric
and radiometric orthogonality, the remarkable definition of
certain natural characteristics, and the capacity to be
transferred to a carttgraphic finished product in quasi-real time
are unique characteristics.
	 All of these tsliaracteristics make
up the Landsat image. a valuable tool in cartography.
The Landsat data can be used, not only to monitor dynamic
phenomena because its repetitive natLtre, but can also be used
to plan an aircraft over-flight project for particular ob-
servations which could be used to revise maps ., or for a detailed
study.
This reduces the time and money devoted to research on
ground studies or a systematic aircraft observation of a region.
20
The final stage of this study will be a terrain visit. It
will have the following purpose; verification of the hypotheses
and toponymy of new elements.
Whether a study is based on the results of aircraft remote
sensing or remote sensing from space, the data obtained will
not be of much importance unless terrain verification is
performed. Thus it is necessary to consider the maps resulting
from the first stage as incomplete. The definite documents
can be established after terrain visits have been performed.
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